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Please feel free to provide your comments on what you think below. Turns out some other consultants had ordered this for the customer this way,
and so I came across my unhappy surprise. What a waste of time to have to open the machine twice. Please keep that in mind as you review the
chart. Edit - Apparently on iDRAC 7, it's a software license only Steve said by : That makes sense. As always, thanks for your continued support.
I ordered a iDRAC Enterprise card for a customer's existing R410 and shipped it to the data center, working with the tech to get it installed, but it
seems that the machine didn't even have iDRAC Express - it had only the BMC Baseboard Management Controller. If the system was purchased
without any iDRAC then you just bought the enterprise license. He has over 18 years of experience in the x86 server marketplace. Yah, I did
make an assumption - so what?

Understanding Dell’s integrated Remote Management
I love Dell gear, but now and then run into unhappy surprises such as , and I like to give a heads up to others. I'm a huge fan of the DRAC remote
access card, like HP's ILO , and it comes in two flavors. Express is a low-end version that doesn't do much I care about, but the Enterprise
version gives VNC access to the console. Really nice to be able to install Linux remotely when the customer drops in a CD. The surprise: The
iDRAC6 Enterprise requires the iDRAC6 Express to be installed, and Express is not always included in a server. It's not either-or, it's either- and.
I ordered a iDRAC Enterprise card for a customer's existing R410 and shipped it to the data center, working with the tech to get it installed, but it
seems that the machine didn't even have iDRAC Express - it had only the BMC Baseboard Management Controller. No joy, had to order the
second card to get Express, which should arrive soon. What a waste of time to have to open the machine twice. Maybe this is obvious to
everybody else, but it sure wasn't to me. Edit - Apparently on iDRAC 7, it's a software license only Steve said by : That makes sense. If the
system was purchased without any iDRAC then you just bought the enterprise license. No, that's not right either. Both iDRAC Express and
iDRAC Enterprise are separate physical cards that get installed. Express provides the base engine to monitor the system, and the Enterprise card
provides the separate NIC plus the license for the console access. This is yet another instance of someone making assumptions that turn out to be
false. You assumed it had an express in it already, or that the enterprise module was all that you needed. Every document I've read on iDRAC 6
Enterprise has been very clear it's an add-on to iDRAC 6 Express. If you have the service code from the system, you can lookup exactly how it
was configured from the factory -- i. Yah, I did make an assumption - so what? Turns out some other consultants had ordered this for the
customer this way, and so I came across my unhappy surprise. As smart as I am, I don't know everything, but it's nice that someone who does
took the time to stop by this thread. I work with Dell hardware among others , as apparently do you. And you don't see me running to the internet
to whine when my assumptions turn out to be wrong, because I didn't do the necessary background checks. It's entirely likely I would've made the
same mistake, as it's rare to order a modern Dell without it.
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I work with Dell hardware among othersas apparently do you. What a waste of time to have to open the machine twice. I love Dell gear, but now
and then run into unhappy surprises such asand I like to give a heads up to others. I'm a huge fan of the DRAC remote access card, like HP's
ILOand it comes in two flavors. The surprise: The iDRAC6 Enterprise requires the iDRAC6 Express to be installed, and Express is not always
included in a server. Every document I've read on iDRAC 6 Enterprise has been very clear it's an add-on to iDRAC 6 Express. Turns out some
other consultants had ordered this for the customer this way, and so I came across my unhappy surprise. Edit - Apparently on iDRAC 7, idrac7
enterprise license key download a software license only Steve said by : That makes sense. As smart as I am, I don't know everything, but it's nice
that someone who does took the time to stop by this thread. Download link: 519kb, zip. If the system was purchased without any iDRAC then
you just bought the enterprise license. As always, thanks for your continued support. You assumed it had an express in it already, or that the
enterprise module was all that you needed. I ordered a iDRAC Enterprise card for a customer's existing R410 and shipped it to the data center,
working with the tech to get it installed, but it seems that the machine didn't even have iDRAC Express - it had only the BMC Baseboard
Management Controller.
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The surprise: The iDRAC6 Enterprise requires the iDRAC6 Express to be installed, and Express is not always included in a server. Really nice to
be able to install Linux remotely when the customer drops in a CD. Please keep that in mind as you review the chart. He has over 18 years of
experience in the x86 server marketplace. I work with Dell hardware among othersas apparently do you. Edit - Apparently on iDRAC 7, it's a
software license only Steve said by : That makes sense. Kevin Houston is the founder and Editor-in-Chief of BladesMadeSimple.

Understanding Dell’s integrated Remote Management
Really nice to be able to install Linux remotely when the customer drops in a CD. Both iDRAC Express and iDRAC Enterprise are separate
physical cards that get installed. The surprise: The iDRAC6 Enterprise requires the iDRAC6 Express to be installed, and Express is not always
included in a server.

Download link: 519kb, zip. If the system was purchased without any iDRAC then you just bought the enterprise license. Kevin works for Dell as a
Server Sales Engineer covering the Global Enterprise market. Please feel free to provide your comments on what you think below. Maybe this is
obvious to everybody else, but it sure wasn't to me. Kevin Houston is the founder and Editor-in-Chief of BladesMadeSimple. It's entirely likely I
would've made the same mistake, as it's rare to order a modern Dell without it. Both iDRAC Express and iDRAC Enterprise are separate physical
cards that get installed. Really nice to be able to install Linux remotely when the customer drops in a CD.

